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RBM Noor 6080
Location: Private house, Oslo

Bringing life
to rooms

RBM represents a Scandinavian state of mind expressed 
through design. Robust and vibrant furniture, with simple lines, 
inviting curves, supportive shapes and vivid colour stories. With 

a balance of warmth and functionality, our furniture offers 
Scandinavian style that endures and will bring life to rooms.

Our furniture epitomizes quality materials, longevity and 
beauty and when used together, you can create a vibrant, 

fresh and Scandinavian infused interior. RBM furniture enables 
you to create environments that encourage collaboration, 

learning, sharing, relaxation or play. Because at the end 
of the day, all that matters is an enriched daily life.
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Chairs: RBM Ana 4340
Table: RBM Standard Folding Table
Location: Träcentrum and Kulturhuset Pigallesalen, Nässjö

Chairs: RBM Ana 4340
Location: Träcentrum and Kulturhuset Pigallesalen, Nässjö

Chairs: RBM Noor Up, Table: RBM Allround
Location: Nässjö Stadsbibliotek, Nässjö

Chairs: RBM Low-back Bella, Table: RBM Twisted Little Star
Location: Designhögskolan i Pukeberg, Kalmar

Sociable
Colleagues, friends, partners. We love to 
connect to realise ideas and plans. We all 

value environments that enhance our sociable 
activities. Designed to bring people closer 

together, RBM furniture is perfect for 
canteens and meeting rooms. Clean, smooth 

lines suitable for the modern workplace as 
well as more traditional environments.
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Always with  
sustainability  

in mind
A low carbon footprint makes RBM Noor a true 

sustainable choice. It is resource efficient, using 
both low-impact recyclable and recycled materials. 

RBM Noor meets the strictest of indoor climate 
requirements and carries a GREENGUARD certificate.

Lights are lit at Juvet Landscape Hotel, Norway. 
Guests: RBM Noor
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Chairs: RBM Noor 6080, 6070S and 6050
Tables: RBM Twisted Little Star, RBM Eminent

RBM colours bring life to any room.
The new options give numerous 

combinations with our products and more 
freedom to find your expression.

“Together we worked with the palette from 
RBM’s heritage and added a spark of fresh 
colours and materials. The overall effect is 

cohesive, sophisticated and contemporary.”

  John Löfgren
  Form Us With Love

Colours



Chairs: RBM Noor, Tables: RBM u-connect
Location: Third Floor Studios Tistedal, Norway
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In 2013 RBM Noor was launched. A wide 
and versatile range of colourful chairs that 
easily combine for any purpose. With these 

chairs, RBM truly brings life to rooms. 

The RBM Noor family is a result of an 
innovative design collaboration between 
the following designers: Form Us With 

Love (Sweden), StokkeAustad (Norway), 
Susanne Grønlund/Grønlund De sign 

(Denmark) and the Flokk design team. 

RBM Noor was rewarded with the design 
award ”Red Dot; Best of the Best Award” in 

the product design category in 2013. In addi-
tion, RBM Noor won the Award for Design 

Excellence by the Norwegian Design Coun-
cil in 2014 and was also nominated for the 

special Honours Award for Design Excellence.

Designed for love 
at first sight

RBM Noor 6050 and 6060
Location: Färgfabrikens kafé, Liljeholmen, Stockholm
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RBM Noor
RBM Noor is a colourful, wide and 

versatile  contemporary classic that brings 
life to rooms. A collection of meeting, 

conference and  canteen chairs with high 
ergonomic comfort, adding vitality to 
working spaces and sociable places.

Design by Form Us With Love,  
StokkeAustad, Grønlund Design 

and Flokk Design Team.

Shell colours

Straw Rose Coral

Graphite Oak Dark stained 
Oak

Sky

Forest

Sea Green

Misty Grey 

Teal Blue 

Clay

Poppy Vanilla

RBM Noor 6070, 6065, 6050, 6085S and 6090
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 RBM Noor Up (6090) and RBM Noor Sledgebase (6065)

Steel sledgebase colours

Rose AquaCanola Forest Metalsilver SteelgreyBlackSnowLingon Misty Grey 

RBM Noor 4-leg (6050F)

RBM Noor Functional Chair (6070 and 6070F)RBM Noor Wooden legs (6080)

Wooden leg 
colours

Steel leg colours

Footbase colours

Aluminium seat 
frame colours

Rose Forest Metalsilver SteelgreyBlackSnowLingon Misty Grey 

Stained Ash Dark  
stained Ash

Black Painted
Alum.

Polished
Alum.

Polished
Alum.

Snow Black

Sea Green Teal Blue 
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StoneWood Bowl

The Woods

Rang Side Table

StokkeAustad
Designers Jonas Ravlo Stokke and Øystein Austad 
established their Oslo design studio in 2007 after 

both receiving a Master’s degree in Industrial Design 
from the Oslo School of Architecture and Design in 
Norway. In addition to being part of the RBM Noor 

design  team, they are responsible for designing 
among other things; their Cork Board, 03 Cabinets, 
Secretaire writing station, the Ash Bowl, Rang Side 
table and StoneWood Bowl. Today they both work in 
the fields of industrial design, interiors and furniture 

design. Jonas Stokke runs an independent design 
studio under his own name and Øystein Austad is  

part of the internal Flokk design team.
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TID Watches No. 3

Slab Vase

Form Pendant

Form Us With Love, is a Swedish-based 
international design studio founded in 2005. 

They have a passion for design and believe that 
we all have a right to meaningful design.

In addition to be strongly involved with both the 
RBM Noor and later the RBM Noor Up they have many 

awardwinning design objects in their portfolio.

Form Us With Love
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Quadro

Turner

Stokke, Sleepi

After completing her training at “Danmarks 
Designskole”, Susanne Grønlund set up her own 
studio 1991 and since then she has designed and 

developed a wide and rewarding range of products 
like: textiles, clothing, toys, lifestyle products, 

lamps, outdoor furniture and not least furniture.

A simple and easy to grasp design style is the common 
theme running through all her work, without a 

compromise on function and quality. Her red thread 
is the Scandinavian design tradition with a humorous 

contemporary touch which is all combined in a continuous 
row of innovative ideas and projects, like beads on a string. 

Susanne Grønlund
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RBM Ana
RBM Ana is a popular chair filling assembly halls, 

canteens, meeting rooms and cafeterias with activity. 
RBM Ana is easy to position in rows and easy to 
stack and it has a simple and ergonomic design, 
available in a wide range of colours applicable for 

polypropylene shells as well as the steel tubular frames.

Design by Tias Eckhoff

Shell colours

Leg colours

Snow ChromeBlackMisty Grey AluSilverLingon Sea Green Teal Blue 

Graphite CharcoalMisty Grey Sea Green Teal Blue Poppy Vanilla
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RBM Bella
RBM Low-back Bella

RBM Bella is a pure pleasure. A chair that can  enliven any circumstance  
in any company, conference hall or canteen. Clean, smooth lines designed  

for the hip as well as the proper environments. The high, slightly curved  
back provides good ergonomic support.

RBM Low-back Bella is a further development of RBM Bella and has a  
lower back height than the classical RBM Bella, yet a generous, slim  

and open form with a strong appeal.

RBM Bella and RBM Low-back Bella are available in  various colours  
of laminates, veneers and stained veneer.

Design by Tias Eckhoff 

Shell colours

Leg colours

White CPL Grey CPLBirchBeech Graphite 
(Dark stained 

Beech)

Oak

AluSilver ChromeSnow (White) Black
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Maya Cutlery

Glohane 

Coffee pot 941

Meet Tias Eckhoff
Tias Eckhoff was one of Norway’s leading 

industrial designers. His production was sparse, 
but in return many of his products have been 

standing as lasting design classics. 

In addition to the design of RBM Ana and  
RBM Bella and Low-back Bella he was responsible for 
the famous Maya cutlery and the Glohane tableware 

to name a few in the series of solid works that are 
well-founded in Norwegian design history.
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An inspiring chair following a timeless and modernist tradition. RBM Ballet 
makes a vivid impression on all environments. The chair is stable and 

comfortable. Works just as well around the meeting table as in the class 
room or conference room. Either with a 4 leg base, or as a functional chair 

with 5 star foot base in PA or polished aluminium. RBM Ballet is easy to 
stack and may also be linked together. Moulded coloured plastic shell, with 

or without seat padding. Armrests are available on the 4 leg model. 
RBM Ballet Medium with a smaller shell  

is available for the 5 star foot base. 

Steel leg colours Footbase colours

Shell colours

RBM Ballet 
RBM Ballet Medium

AluSilver ChromeBlack Polished 
Alum.

Black

Black Grey

RBM Ballet (6030)
Location: Designhögskolan i Pukeberg, Kalmar 
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RBM 
Twisted Little Star

Twisted Little Star is a playful table 
with many qualities. Designed to bring 
people closer together. Several tables 
can be connected like a jigsaw puzzle 

in order to create a larger unit. 

Design by Bare Møbler;  
Ørjan Djønne and Marius Sveen

Table top colours

Wooden leg colours

Polar White Dusty Jade Grotto Hunter  
Green

Sarum  
Grey

Folkstone BirchDiamond  
Black

Oak Natural Oak Veneer

Oak White stained 
Oak

Dark stained 
Oak

Rose Forest
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Mountains

Good news

Popup Single

Bare Møbler
Bare Møbler is a collaboration between furniture 
designers Ørjan Djønne and Karl Marius Sveen. 

From their bases in Bergen and Oslo, they create 
products that perfectly exemplify the modern 

Norwegian design values of simplicity, understatement, 
humour and the prominence of nature.

Working with a variety of national and international 
clients, Bare Møbler produces furniture that combines 

a genuine passion for quality craftsmanship with a 
process optimised for industrial production.
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RBM Connect
Table top colours

Aluminium frame colours

Polished 
Aluminium

BlackAluSilverSnow Sea Green
(u-Connect)

Misty Grey
(u-Connect) 

Polar White Dusty Jade Grotto Hunter  
Green

Sarum  
Grey

Folkstone BirchDiamond  
Black

BeechOak Natural

Contemporary design and functionality.  
RBM Connect has an architectural 
quality that can vitalise the creative 

advertising agency as well as the mobile 
office and the assembly room. It is a 
flexible, light and easy-to-use table. 

RBM u-Connect has castors and is easily 
stacked together and moved around in the 

room for storing. 

RBM e-Connect can be collapsed and folded 
with a simple operation and stacked together 

flat on a trolley. Practical, as it should be.

Design by Acer Design

RBM u-Connect

RBM e-Connect and RBM Bella
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Tablelamp

Candle light holder

Acerbike 

Acer Design
Acer Design was founded in 1974 by Designer 

Erik Simonsen. For the past 40 years, the drawing 
office and product development department have 

delivered concepts and designs for the national 
and international market. The main activity has 

been design of furniture for the contract market. 
In 1994, Erik Simonsen started collaborating with 

the designer Justus Kolberg from Hamburg.
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RBM Ultima
RBM Ultima is the ultimate fold-away table. Its versatile design 

is elegant and projects a unique charm that enhances the 
interior of all types of environments – from conference halls 

to meeting rooms and beyond. RBM Ultima offers a variety of 
table shapes and sizes and a choice of different frame and table 

top colours. This stable, yet multifunctional table is easy  
to collapse, and when stacked takes up very little space.  

It’s easy to transport too, via a trolley.

Design by Blum & Balle

Table top colours

Steel frame colours

Polar White Dusty Jade Grotto Hunter  
Green

Sarum  
Grey

Folkstone BirchDiamond  
Black

BeechOak Natural

AluSilver ChromeBlack
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Ninon

Getama Circle Table 

RBM Cameo

Blum & Balle
Blum & Balle are industrial designers educated at 

the Danish Design School. Rune Balle Olesen is also a 
qualified silversmith from Georg Jensen. Since 1996 
Henrik and Rune have run the design company Blum 

& Balle. Their work methods are characterised by 
teamwork comprising several experts, such as technical 

specialists. At the same time they also find room for 
workplace specialists and information psychologists.

Blum & Balle have designed the RBM Ultima folding 
table, the RBM Cameo canteen chair and the 

600 and 1200 work chair series for RBM. All of 
these pieces of furniture are excellent examples 

of how form and function may be united.
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This is, as the name implies, a versatile table. A loyal and 
devoted friend. A reliable piece of furniture, functional and 
allowing. And always there for you. RBM Allround makes it 

easy to assemble at any work gathering or sociable occasion. 
The series includes several useful table top shapes and sizes, 

table heights and functions which go well with chairs such 
as RBM Noor and Noor Up, RBM Bella or RBM Ballet.

RBM Allround

Table top colours

Steel frame colours

Sea Green

Polar White Dusty Jade Grotto Hunter  
Green

Sarum  
Grey

Folkstone BirchDiamond  
Black

Beech (M)Oak Natural

AluSilver ChromeSnow (White) Black
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Table top colours

Steel frame colours

RBM 
Eminent

RBM Eminent is a functional and practical table, 
which can easily be linked to create a long table or 
in other required set-up systems. Its clean design 

and rugged build makes RBM Eminent a sturdy 
table that can withstand all types of daily activities. 

Available in a great variety of colours and sizes.

AluSilver ChromeBlackSnow Misty Grey 

Polar White Dusty Jade Grotto Hunter 
Green

Sarum  
Grey

Folkstone BirchDiamond  
Black

Beech (M)Oak  
Natural
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RBM Standard  
Folding Table

RBM Standard Folding Table is a conference table that’s perfect for 
all kinds of events, big or small. It’s stylish but effective, and comes in 

numerous table tops of different shapes and sizes. Creating successful 
table arrangements throughout large spaces is never demanding with 

the transport trolley. The table is flexible, easy to connect, fold and stack, 
and requires little space for storage. This makes RBM Standard Folding 
Table an excellent choice for auditoriums, canteens or assembly halls.

Table top colours

Steel frame colours

AluSilver ChromeBlack

Polar White Dusty Jade Grotto Hunter  
Green

Sarum 
Grey

Folkstone BirchDiamond  
Black

BeechOak Natural

RBM Noor and RBM Standard Folding Table
Location: Varvsholmen Industrilokal, Kalmar



RBM Noor Up
Location: Montana Studio, London
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• Solid polyurethane (PUR) shell in black or grey
• Black moulded nylon (PA) footbase Ø27/685 mm, optionally polished  

aluminium footbase
• Medium gas lift gives seat height 365-509 mm as standard, 

other gas lifts are optional
• Weight: 7.7 kg
• For fabric on seat (S) model 6030S, see RBM Standard and  

Extended Fabric & Colour Collection in price list
• Table suspension for RBM Ballet Functional chair available on RBM Eminent 

table (optional accessory)

• Solid polyurethane (PUR) shell in black or grey
• Tubular steel frame (19 x 2 mm) in black, AluSilver or chrome
• Weight: 5.7 kg
• For fabric on seat (S), see RBM Standard and Extended Fabric & Colour  

Collection in price list
• Stackable up to 5 chairs with/without upholstery (may leave marks on  

upholstery after long periods)
• Chair trolley (optional accessory)
• Chairs can be linked together with a linking device (optional accessory)
• Table suspension for RBM Ballet available on RBM Eminent table  

(optional accessory)
• Armrest knobs for table suspension (optional accessory)
• Tested in accordance with EN 16139

• Solid polyurethane (PUR) shell in black or grey
• Black moulded nylon (PA) footbase (Ø27/685 mm model 6030,  

Ø 25/635 mm model 6032), optionally polished aluminium footbase
• Medium gas lift gives seat height 365-509 mm as standard,  

other gas lifts are optional
• Weight: 6.5 kg
• Table suspension for RBM Ballet Medium Functional chair available  

on RBM Eminent table (optional accessory)

RBM Ballet 6041

RBM Ballet 6030

RBM Ballet Medium 6032

Please see our RBM Price list for complete overview of the colour combinations we offer on our different models

RBM offer a wide range of chairs and tables in 
different colours, materials and dimensions. It is a 
joy to mix and match and we are sure you will find 
a combination that is just perfect for you. 

Several of the products can easily be stacked, moved 
and stored away when needed. See all the possibilities, 
colours, combinations and the complete list of technical 
measurements for our products in the RBM price list.

Product description

• Polypropylene (PP) shell in various colours
• 4 leg tubular steel frame (19 x 1.5 mm) in various colours
• Weight: 3.7 kg (model 4340)
• For fabric on seat (S) or seat and back (SB), see RBM Standard and Extended 

Fabric & Colour Collection in price list
• Stackable up to 12 chairs without upholstery (height: 1.83 m) and  

10 chairs with upholstery (height: 1.65 m)
• Chair trolley (optional accessory)
• Chairs can be linked together with a linking device (optional accessory)
• Writing tablet in beech or birch veneer - left/right (optional accessory)
• Table suspension for RBM Ana available on RBM Eminent table  

(optional accessory)
• Tested in accordance with EN 16139, EN 1729 and Möbelfakta (Sweden)
• Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)
• GREENGUARD certified

• Solid polyurethane (PUR) shell in black or grey
• Tubular steel frame (19 x 2 mm) in black, AluSilver or chrome
• Weight: 5.5 kg
• For fabric on seat (S), see RBM Standard and Extended Fabric & Colour  

Collection in price list
• Stackable up to 5 chairs with/without upholstery (may leave marks on  

upholstery after long periods)
• Chair trolley (optional accessory)
• Chairs can be linked together with a linking device (optional accessory)
• Table suspension for RBM Ballet available on RBM Eminent table  

(optional accessory)
• Tested in accordance with EN 16139

RBM Ana

RBM Ballet 6040
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• 6–8 mm polypropylene (PP) or 6.7 mm 3D veneer shell, in various colours
• 12 mm steel sledgebase in various colours 
• Weight: 6.5 kg (model 6060), 6.2 kg (model 6065)
• For fabric on seat (S), seat and back (SB) or fully upholstered (F),  

see RBM Standard and Extended Fabric & Colour Collection in price list
• Stackable up to 10 chairs
• Chair trolley (optional accessory)
• Armrests in matching colours to frame (optional accessory)
• Chairs can be linked together with a linking device (optional accessory)
• Table suspension for RBM Noor   on RBM Eminent table (optional accessory)
• Tested in accordance with EN 16139, GS and Möbelfakta (Sweden)
• Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)
• GREENGUARD (model 6060)

• 6-8 mm polypropylene (PP) or 6.7 mm 3D veneer shell, in various colours
• 4 leg tubular steel frame (16 x 2 mm) in various colours
• Weight: 5.2 kg (model 6050), 4.8 kg (model 6055)
• For fabric on seat (S), seat and back (SB) or fully upholstered (F),  

see RBM Standard and Extended Fabric & Colour Collection in price list
• Stackable up to 10 chairs (unupholstered models)
• Chair trolley (optional accessory)
• Armrests in matching colours to frame (optional accessory)
• Chairs can be linked together with a linking device (optional accessory)
• Table suspension for RBM Noor on RBM Eminent table (optional accessory)
• Tested in accordance with EN 16139, EN 1729 (model 6050)  

and Möbelfakta (Sweden)
• Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)
• GREENGUARD certified (model 6050)

• 6-8 mm polypropylene (PP) or 6.7 mm 3D veneer shell, in various colours 
• Seat mechanism and footbase in black painted aluminium, optionally polished 

aluminium or white painted aluminium
• Standard gas lift 150 mm black painted, white painted for white footbase is optional
• Weight: 8 kg (model 6070), 7.6 kg (model 6075)
• For fabric on seat (S), seat and back (SB) or fully upholstered (F), see RBM 

Standard and Extended Fabric & Colour Collection in price list
• Armrests in black, white or metal silver paints (optional accessory)
• Table suspension for RBM Noor on RBM Eminent table (optional accessory)
• Tested according to EN 16139, GS and Möbelfakta (Sweden)
• Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)
• GREENGUARD certified (model 6070)

RBM Noor 4-leg 6050/6055

RBM Noor Sledgebase 6060/6065

RBM Noor Footbase 6070/6075

Please see our RBM Price list for complete overview of the colour combinations we offer on our different models

• 10 mm veneer or laminate (CPL) chair shell, in various colours
• 4 leg tubular steel frame (16 x 2 mm) with armrests in various colours
• Armrest tops in solid beech, oak or white painted
• Weight: 6.4 kg
• For fabric on seat (S) or front inside (O), see RBM Standard  

and Extended Fabric & Colour Collection in price list
• Stackable up to 6 chairs with/without upholstery  

(May leave marks on upholstery after long periods)
• Chair trolley (optional accessory)
• Chairs can be linked together with a linking device (optional accessory)
• Armrest knobs for table suspension (optional accessory)
• Tested in accordance with EN 16139

• 10 mm veneer or laminate (CPL) chair shell, in various colours
• 4 leg tubular steel frame (16 x 2 mm) in various colours
• Weight: 5 kg
• For fabric on seat (S) or seat and back (SB), see RBM Standard and  

Extended Fabric & Colour Collection in price list
• Stackable up to 6 chairs with/without upholstery  

(May leave marks on upholstered models after long period)
• Chair trolley (optional accessory)
• Chairs can be linked together with a linking device (optional accessory)
• Table suspension for RBM Low-back Bella available on  

RBM Eminent table (optional accessory)
• Tested in accordance with EN 16139, GS and Möbelfakta

• 10 mm veneer or laminate (CPL) chair shell, in various colours
• 4 leg tubular steel frame (16 x 2 mm) in various colours
• Weight: 5 kg
• For fabric on seat (S) or front inside (O), see RBM Standard  

and Extended Fabric & Colour Collection in price list
• Stackable up to 6 chairs with/without upholstery.  

(May leave marks on upholstery after long periods)
• Chair trolley (optional accessory)
• Chairs can be linked together with a linking device (optional accessory)
• Tested in accordance with EN 16139

RBM Bella 4446 

RBM Bella 4445

RBM Low-back Bella 4447
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• 63 cm seating height, perfect fit for 90 cm high tables
• 6-8 mm polypropylene (PP) or 6.7 mm 3D veneer shell, in various colours 
• 12 mm steel sledgebase in various colour paints
• Weight: 7.7 kg (model 6090), 7.2 kg (model 6095)
• For fabric on seat (S), seat and back (SB) or fully upholstered (F),  

see RBM Standard and Extended Fabric & Colour Collection in price list
• Stackable up to 5 chairs
• Armrests in matching colours to frame (optional accessory)
• Tested in accordance with EN 16139
• Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) 
• GREENGUARD certified (model 6090)

• Chair trolley in steel with solid castors 
for easy lifting and transport

• Black paint
• Fits RBM Ana, RBM Ballet/Ballet 

Medium and RBM Bella

• Chair trolley in steel with solid castors 
for easy lifting and transport

• AluSilver painted
• Fits RBM Noor, RBM Low-back Bella 

and HÅG Conventio/Conventio Wing

• 6-8 mm polypropylene (PP) or 6.7 mm 3D veneer shell, in various colours
• Wooden legs: Natural stained ash, optionally dark stained ash
• Seat frame in black painted aluminium. Polished aluminium is optional
• Weight: 5.4 kg (model 6080), 4.6 kg (model 6085)
• For fabric on seat (S), seat and back (SB) or fully upholstered (F),  

see RBM Standard and Extended Fabric & Colour Collection in price list
• Tested in accordance with EN 16139, GS and Möbelfakta (Sweden)
• Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)

RBM Noor Up 6090/6095

RBM Noor Wooden legs 6080/6085

RBM chair trolley 3012 RBM chair trolley 149201

RBM Noor 6060 and RBM chair trolley 149201

Please see our RBM Price list for complete overview of the colour combinations we offer on our different models
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Please see our RBM Price list for complete overview of the colour combinations, shapes and sizes we offer on our different models

• Folding table – 100 mm height when collapsed (with 22 mm table top)
• Steel frame in various colours incl. adjustment levelling screws on legs
• Height approx. 74.5 cm
• Table tops in various shapes and colours with matching table edge band
• Table top: chipboard core with laminate (24 mm) or melamine (22 mm),  

or lightweight core with laminate (20 mm)
• Front panel (optional accessory)
• Linking device (optional accessory)
• Transport trolley 3211 (optional accessory) for up to 7 upright and 12 lying tables
• Transport trolley 3212 (optional accessory) for up to 13 upright and 12 lying tables
• Environmental Product Declaration (EPD)
• Tested in accordance with EN 15372 and Möbelfakta (Sweden)

• Solid oak legs in various stained colours. Levelling feet on 2 legs 
• Height approx. 73.2 cm 
• Table tops in Multiplex veneer with laminate in various colours or oak veneer
• Table top size: 125 cm x 125 cm
• Tested in accordance with EN 15372

• Steel tubular table legs (Ø38 mm) and frame in various colours
• Height approx. 73.5 cm. Adjustment levelling screws on legs
• Table tops in various shapes and colours with matching table edge band
• Table top: chipboard core with laminate (24 mm) or melamine (22 mm)
• Table suspension brackets for rectangular and squared table shapes, available for 

RBM Ana, RBM Ballet (not with armrests), RBM Ballet Medium, RBM Low-back 
Bella and RBM Noor (except models 6080/6085 and 6090/6095)

• Castors (optional accessory)
• Tested in accordance with EN 12521

RBM Standard Folding Table

RBM Eminent 

RBM Twisted Little Star 

• Folding table (with 22 mm table top): height 73.5 cm, folded: 84 mm
• Aluminium table legs in various colours. Polished aluminium is optional
• Table tops in various shapes and colours with matching table edge band
• Table top: chipboard core with laminate (24 mm) or melamine (22 mm), or  

lightweight core with laminate (20 mm)
• RBM e-Connect table tops (rectangular and squared shapes) are also available 

with MDF table core, with chamfered edges of 20˚ and with a 10 mm black  
edge band and black painted edges

• Linking device plastic (optional accessory)
• Cable clips, black plastic (optional accessory)
• Modesty panel – acrylic (optional accessory)
• Transport trolley 3210 (optional accessory) for up to six tables
• Tested in accordance with EN 15372 and Möbelfakta (Sweden)

• Folding table on castors. Can nest together when lined up in vertical  
position. The table top can be tipped along its long axis and anchored  
with a bracket in the upright position

• Aluminium table legs in various colours. Polished aluminium is optional
• Height 73.5 cm with 65 mm castors with soft rim and brake  

and 22 mm table top
• Table tops in various shapes and colours with matching table edge band
• Table top: chipboard core with laminate (24 mm) or melamine (22 mm),  

or lightweight core with laminate (20 mm)
• RBM u-Connect table tops (rectangular and squared shapes) are also 

available with MDF table core, with chamfered edges of 20˚  
and with a 10 mm black edge band and black painted edges

• Linking device plastic (optional accessory)
• Cable clips, black plastic (optional accessory)
• Modesty panel – acrylic (optional accessory)
• Tested in accordance with EN 15372 and Möbelfakta (Sweden)

• Steel column table legs (Ø38 mm) and frame in various colours and with 
adjustment levelling screws

• Height: 50/73/90/110 cm (depending on heights and size of table tops)
• Table tops with chipboard core and laminate (24 mm) or melamine (22 mm)  

in various shapes and colours with matching table edge band
• RBM Allround table tops (rectangular and squared shapes) are also available 

with MDF table core, with chamfered edges of 20˚ and with a 10 mm black  
edge band and black painted edges

• See complete matrix for RBM Table Colours & Materials in RBM price list 
• Tested in accordance with EN 15372 and Möbelfakta (Sweden)

RBM e-Connect

RBM Allround 

RBM u-Connect



• Practical, easy and solid transport trolley (132x79.5 cm) for stacking, transport 
and storage of collapsed RBM e-Connect – steel w/AluSilver paint 

• Stack tables sideways on the long side
• RBM e-Connect folding table building height collapsed: 84 mm  

(with 22 mm table top)
• Up to 6 tables can be stacked on the transport trolley 

• Practical and solid transport trolley for stacking, transport and storage  
of collapsed tables – steel w/anthracite paint

• 3211 transport trolley 125x71 cm for transport of 7 upright or 12 lying tables  
• 3212 transport trolley 200x71 cm for transport of upright (17 RBM Ultima/  

13 RBM Standard Folding table) or lying tables (12)
• 3213 drive bar 
• 3214 retainer – 2 pcs needed for trolley transporting/storing upright tables
• Drive bar and retainers are detachable and can thus be used for both transport 

trolleys. Several trolleys are useful for easy storage of collapsed tables

• Folding table - 75 mm height when collapsed (with 22 mm table top) 
• Steel tubular table legs (Ø32 mm) in black, AluSilver or chrome colours  

with adjustment levelling screws on legs
• Height approx. 73 cm
• Table tops in various shapes and colours with matching table edge band
• Table top: chipboard core with laminate (24 mm) or melamine (22 mm),  

or lightweight core with laminate (20 mm)
• Linking device available (optional accessory)
• Transport trolley 3211 (optional accessory)  

for up to 7 upright and 12 lying tables
• Transport trolley 3212 (optional accessory)  

for up to 17 upright and 12 lying tables
• Tested in accordance with EN 15372

RBM transport trolley 3210 for RBM e-Connect

RBM transport trolley 3211/3212  
for RBM Standard Folding table and RBM Ultima

RBM Ultima 

Please see our RBM Price list for complete overview of the colour combinations, shapes and sizes we offer on our different models

Chairs: RBM Low-back Bella, Tables: RBM Twisted Little Star
Location: Third Floor Studios Tistedal, Norway
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Flokk is the market leader in the design, development and production of workplace 
furniture in Europe. We are the proud owner of product brands HÅG, RH, Giroflex, BMA, 
Offecct, RBM, Profim and Malmstolen. About 2500 employees work together to realize 
the vision of our company: Inspire great work.
 
Our head office is in Oslo, Norway. We have production units in Røros (Norway); in Zwolle 
(the Netherlands); in Koblenz (Switzerland), in Turek (Poland) and in Tibro, Nässjö and 
Hunnebostrand (Sweden). In addition, we keep sales offices in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, 
Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, UK, France, Switzerland, Singapore, USA, China and 
Australia. Flokk products are sold in more than 50 countries. 


